CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion

The linguistic features that have found in the news were analyzed from the microstructure element of Socio Cognitive Approach. There are four style in it; they are the semantic, syntaxes, lexical and rhetoric style. The three news reports From The Jakarta Globe, Tempo Online and The Australian contained all the four styles. From the Jakarta Globe the news was “Defying International Outcry, Indonesia Executes Eight Drug Convicts”. The linguistic features that used to analyze were setting, sentence structure, diction and graphoc. The second news form Tempo Online under title “Australian Embassy Activities Remain Normal”. The linguistic features were setting, sentence structure, diction and graphic. The last from The Australian “Anger, grief flows after Indon executions”. The linguistic features were setting, coherence, diction and graphic.

The researcher have analyzed three news reports from three different news portals, The Jakarta Globe, Tempo Online and The Australian. The researcher found that in The Jakarta Globe and The Australian, they tend to blame Indonesia on executed the drug smuggler. Because they believed that by executing the drug convict, it would not discourage drug trafficking or stop others from falling victim to drug abuse. Even though The Jakarta Globe made
by Indonesia citizen, the news report did not take Indonesian side. The news
tend to portray Indonesian ignorant act on the international insistence against
the death execution on the drug smugglers. However, Tempo Online did not
portray both Indonesia and Australia as the right or wrong. It reported the news
neutrally.

5.2 Suggestion

1. In the writing of a news, viewpoint of journalist ideology greatly influence
the resulting of a news. The mapping needs to be done for that point of view
of journalists in seeing events that would reported. Therefore, it can be
known clearly, what points of view used in writing the news.

2. In the system of production, a news will through several stages of
examination before finally published. Starting from a reporter, managing
editor, the language editor, up to the leadership of the editorial, which each
have different viewpoints about the news. Therefore, it needs to be done a
further observation about what kind of ideology that finally used as the news
have published.